
For families who need academic support, 
please call 504-349-8999

Monday-Thursday • 8:00 am–8:00 pm
Friday • 8:00 am–4:00 pm

Available for families who have questions about either 
the online learning resources or printed learning packets.

2nd Grade
ELA

#JPSchoolsLove

Show us your
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K-2nd GRADE DAILY ROUTINE 

Time Activity 
Examples 

K-2 
8:00a Wake-Up and 

Prepare for the Day 
 

          

 Get dressed, brush teeth, eat breakfast 
 

                         

9:00a Morning Exercise 
 
 

 

 Exercises 
o Walking 
o Jumping Jacks 
o Push-Ups 
o Sit-Ups 
o Running in place 
o High Knees 
o Kick Backs 
o Sports 

 
NOTE: Always stretch before and after physical activity 

10:00a Academic Time: 
Reading Skills 

 

 Online: 
o Lexia (ELA) 

 Packet 
o Reading (one lesson a day) 

11:00a Play Time Outside (if weather permits) 
12:00p Lunch and Break 

 

 Eat lunch and take a break 
 Video game or TV time 
 Rest 

2:00p Academic Time: 
Math Skills 

 

 Online: 
o iReady (Math) 
o Zearn Math 
 

 Packet 
o Math (one lesson a day) 

3:00p Academic 
Learning/Creative 
Time 

 

 Puzzles 
 Flash Cards 
 Board Games 
 Crafts 
 Bake or Cook (with adult) 

4:00p Academic Time: 
Reading for Fun 

 

 Adult read to child or independent reading 
o Talk with others about the book 

5:00p Academic Time: 
Science and Social 
Studies 

      

 Online 
o Study Island (Science and Social Studies) 



 

K-2nd GRADE DAILY ROUTINE 

 



 
Para familias que necesitan apoyo académico, por 
favor llamar al 504-349-8999 
 
De lunes a jueves • 8:00 am – 8: 00 pm 
        Viernes • 8:00 am – 4: 00 pm 
 
Disponible para familias que tienen preguntas ya sea 
sobre los recursos de aprendizaje en línea o los 
paquetes de aprendizaje impresos. 
 
 



 

Tiempo Actividad Detalles 
8:00a Despierta y Prepárate para el día • Vístete, cepíllate los dientes, desayuna 

 
9:00a Ejercicio Mañanero 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
NOTE: Siempre hay que estirarse antes y después de cualquier 
actividad física. 

• Ejercicios 
o Caminar 
o Saltos de tijeras 
o Lagartijas 
o Abdominales 
o Correr en el mismo lugar 
o Rodillas altas 
o Patadas hacia atrás 
o Deportes 

 
10:00a Tiempo Académico: 

Habilidades de Lectura 
• En Línea: 

o Lexia(ELA) 
• Paquete: 

o Leer(una lección al día) 
11:00a Tiempo para jugar Afuera(si el clima lo permite) 
12:00p Almuerzo y Descanso  • Almorzar y tomar un descanso 

• Tiempo para jugar videos y ver televisión 
• Descansar 

2:00p Tiempo Académico: 
Habilidades de Matemáticas   

• En Línea: 
o iReady (Matemática) 
o Zearn Matemática  

• Paquete 
o Matemática ( una lección al día) 

3:00p Aprendizaje Académico/Tiempo Creativo • Rompecabezas 
• Tarjetas Flash 
• Juegos de Mesa 
• Artesanías 
• Hornear o Cocinar( con un adulto) 

4:00p Tiempo Académico: 
Leyendo por Diversión 

• Lectura de adulto al niño o lectura 
independiente 

o Habla con otros sobre el libro 
que leíste 

5:00p Tiempo Académico: 
Ciencias y Estudios Sociales  

• En Línea 
o Estudia Isla(Ciencia y Estudios 

Sociales) 
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Learning Target
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Introduction

Lesson 9

Read Characters are the people or animals in a story that 
face a challenge. A challenge is a problem that needs to be 
solved. Describing how characters respond to challenges will 
help you get to know them better.

Look at the picture. What is the challenge? How does 
each character respond? Think about why each boy acts 
that way.

Describing how characters in a story respond to 
important events and challenges will help you 
understand how and why they act the way they do.

Describing How Characters Act

It’s broken 
forever.

I can fix that for you!
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Theme:  Overcoming Challenges Lesson 9

©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted. 135Lesson 9 Describing How Characters Act

Academic Talk 
Use these words to talk about the text.

• challenge• characters • respond

Talk What will make the little boy happy? Use what you see in 
the picture to answer.

Think Complete the chart. Tell what the challenge is. Then tell 
how each character responds to it.

What the Challenge Is How the Characters Respond

 • Little boy

• Older boy

 1
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Modeled and Guided Instruction

Read
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Genre: Realistic Fiction

 by Jane Lawrence

1  Oscar wanted a puppy more than anything in the world. 
But his mom kept saying they could not have a dog in their 
apartment.

2  “We do not have a yard,” she said. “And a dog needs 
space to run.” 

3  Oscar had an idea. There was a city park very close to 
their apartment. The park was really big. Maybe part of it 
could be turned into a park for dogs. Then Oscar’s puppy 
would have a place to run! 

4  Now Oscar needed to turn his idea into a plan. Oscar 
worked very hard. He wrote letters to newspapers. He 
wrote to the mayor about his idea for a dog park.  
He talked to people about his idea. Then he got  
many of them to sign their names to a letter  
saying they wanted a dog park, too.

5  It took over a year, but Oscar finally got his  
dog park. And then he got what he really  
wanted—a new puppy!

Close Reader Habits

Circle a sentence that 
tells what Oscar’s 
challenge is. 
Underline a sentence 
that tells how he 
responds to the 
challenge.

A Puppy 
for  Oscar

 2
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Describing How Characters Act Lesson 9

Explore
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 What is the challenge in this story, and how does 
Oscar respond to it?

Think

1  Complete the chart to help you understand Oscar’s challenge 
and how he responds to the challenge.

How Oscar Responds to the ChallengeOscar’s Challenge

Talk 

2  What is the main thing Oscar does to respond to his challenge? 
Describe an event from the story to explain your answer.

Write 

3  Short Response What do Oscar’s actions tell you about him? 
Use an event from the story to explain your answer. Write your 
answer in the space on page 140.

HINT What does 
Oscar do? Make a 
list of the things he 
does in the story.

Rereading the 
story will help you 
figure out how 
Oscar responds to 
his challenge.

 3
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Modeled and Guided Instruction

Check Your Writing
 Did you read the question carefully?

 Can you say the question in your own words?

 Did you use proof from the text in your answer?

 Are your ideas in a good, clear order?

 Did you answer in full sentences?

 Did you check your spelling, capital letters, and periods?

Don’t forget to check your writing.

140 Lesson 9 Describing How Characters Act ©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted.

Write Use the space below to write your answer to the question on page 137.

3  Short Response What do Oscar’s actions tell you  
about him? Use an event from the story to explain  
your answer.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HINT What does 
Oscar do? Make a 
list of the things he 
does in the story.

A Puppy for  Oscar

 4
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Tools for Instruction

i-Ready.com
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Reading Comprehension I  Grades 2–3 I  Understand Characters I  Page 1 of 3

Understand Characters
Understanding characters is central to understanding a literary text. Students need to know why characters are 
in the story and how their words, actions, and choices affect the development of the plot. However, the leap 
from describing characters to making inferences about them can be challenging for students who may not think 
about characters as relatable people. To help students take this important step toward thinking critically about 
characters, teach them to use what characters say, do, and think as a bridge to inferring judgments about them. 

Step by Step 20–30 minutes

1  Introduce and explain understanding characters. 
• Ask, If you hear someone say “please” and “thank you,” and you see him share his toys with others, what is 

something you can tell about him? (He has good manners.)

• Say, Even if no one tells us that this boy has good manners, we can decide for ourselves that he does by thinking 
about what we see him say and do. This is also true for characters that we read about. Just like with people in real 
life, one of the ways we understand characters is by listening to what they say and watching what they do. 

• Use familiar stories or films to illustrate this point. For example, say, In Beauty and the Beast, we see Belle offer 
to take her father’s place in the dungeon so that he can go free. We also hear her say that she loves him. These 
things tell us that Belle is a kind and loving person. 

• Invite students to share additional observations about characters in the same story. 

2  Teach and model understanding characters.
• Select an on-level read aloud such as The Fire Cat, by Esther Averill, and display Character Chart (page 3).

• Say, Good readers make sure they understand the characters they read about. As I read this story, I will stop from 
time to time to think about what certain characters say and do. This chart will help me organize my thoughts. 

•  As you read aloud, pause to think about what a character says or does, and model how to make an inference 
based on those details.

Pickles tries to slide down the pole like the firemen, but it’s not easy. When Pickles says, “Bumps or no bumps,  
I must try again,” it reminds me of how hard it can be to learn something new. But Pickles doesn’t give up! I think 
this shows that he is a determined cat. He wants to learn everything he can about living in the firehouse.

• Record the details on the character chart.

What I think about the character
Pickles works hard to learn new things. He doesn’t give up.

What the character 
does

tries again and 
again to slide 
down the pole

What the character 
says

“Bumps or no 
bumps, I must 
try again.”

How the character 
feels

determined

 5
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Tools for Instruction

i-Ready.com
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Reading Comprehension I  Grades 2–3 I  Understand Characters I  Page 2 of 3

• Then think aloud about why it is important to understand this about the character. Say, It is important to know 
that Pickles doesn’t give up. This information helps us understand that Pickles will do whatever it takes to become 
the Fire Cat, which is his main goal in the story.

3  Provide guided practice with understanding characters. 
• Choose another character from the text, and select an event in which that character appears. Have students 

use the prompts in the chart to share their observations, and record them on the class chart. 

• Guide students to make an inference about the character, based on their observations. Help them point to 
text or illustrations that support their observations.

• Then guide a brief discussion on how understanding the character in this way helps readers to better 
understand the story. 

• Repeat for the remaining number of characters in the story. 

Connect to Writing Distribute a copy of the character chart to each student. Have them complete the chart 
in their own words as you complete it with the group.

4  Provide independent practice with understanding characters.
• Have small groups of students practice understanding characters in a different story. Choose a story that is 

familiar, and provide the following questions to guide students in thinking about a character’s words and 
actions. You might wish to assign one group member to be in charge of asking the question prompts. 

Why do you think [character] did ?
Why do you think [character] said ?
If you were [character], how would you feel when  happened? 
How would you describe [character] to someone who has not read this story? Why?

• Listen in on group discussions and provide support as needed. 

Check for Understanding

If you observe… Then try…

difficulty seeing characters, especially animals, as 
relatable people

taking a picture walk, using a story in which the 
characters are animals. Take turns with students 
pointing out details that make a character seem like a 
real person, such as wearing clothes or doing chores.

difficulty using details to support inferences about 
characters

rereading a passage and stating an inference based on 
a character’s words or actions. Have the student point 
to details in the text that support the inference. 

 6
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Tools for Instruction

i-Ready.com
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Reading Comprehension I  Grades 2–3 I  Understand Characters I  Page 3 of 3

Name

Character Chart

What I think about the character

What the character 
does

What the character 
says

How the character 
feels

What I think about the character

What the character 
does

What the character 
says

How the character 
feels

 7
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Guided Practice
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Read Genre: Realistic Fiction

by Annika Pedersen

1  The wind blew hard, shaking the barn. Outside, the 
falling snow whipped this way and that. Inside, Greta and 
her mother counted the sheep they had just brought down 
from the mountain. One of the sheep was missing, but 
which one? They saw that Lizzie, one of the new lambs, 
had been left behind.

2  Greta and her mother started back up the mountain to 
look for her, but there wasn’t much time. Already, they 
could hardly see a thing in the heavy, blowing snow. 
“Lizzie! Lizzie!” they called out.

3   At last, they heard her crying back baa-aa-aa! They had 
found Lizzie, but now they were lost. How would they find 
their way home? Their whole world had gone white!

4   Then Greta saw a stream nearby. The blinding snow  
was still melting in it! She and her mother could  
follow the stream’s twisting dark line down  
the mountain. It would lead them back to the  
gate near their barn.

5   Greta held the little lamb tight. Soon,  
everyone would be safe at home. 

Close Reader Habits

What problem do 
Greta and her mom 
have after they find 
Lizzie? Underline two 
sentences that tell 
you what challenge 
they face.

  The Snowstorm

 8
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Describing How Characters Act Lesson 9
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Think

1  Why is finding the lost lamb a challenge for Greta and her 
mother?

A  They are not really sure the lamb is still missing.

B  They know they will be in great danger from the storm.

C  They have already climbed the mountain once and are 
worn out.

D  They are afraid to leave the sheep alone in the barn.

2  Which best tells about the challenge that Greta and her mother 
must face after they find Lizzie?

A  They can’t get Lizzie to stop crying baa-aa-aa.

B  They are getting very cold from the wind and snow.

C  They have to make sure there aren’t any other lost sheep.

D  They can’t see how to get back home in the snowstorm.

Talk 

3  What do Greta and her mom do to respond to the challenge of 
finding the lost sheep? Tell your partner.

Write 

4  Short Response Tell what Greta sees in the storm and how 
it will help her, her mother, and Lizzie get home. Write your 
answer in the space on page 141.

HINT Think about 
how Greta 
responds to the 
new challenge 
they face.

Rereading the 
story will help you 
figure out how the 
characters face a 
challenge.

 9
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Guided Practice

Check Your Writing
 Did you read the question carefully?

 Can you say the question in your own words?

 Did you use proof from the text in your answer?

 Are your ideas in a good, clear order?

 Did you answer in full sentences?

 Did you check your spelling, capital letters, and periods?

©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted. 141Lesson 9 Describing How Characters Act

Write Use the space below to write your answer to the question on 
page 139.

4  Short Response Tell what Greta sees in the storm and 
how it will help her, her mother, and Lizzie get home.

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HINT Think about 
how Greta responds 
to the new challenge 
they face. 

  The Snowstorm

 10
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Lesson Title
Lesson # X.#.#: 

Language Handbook Lesson 26 Using Adjectives and Adverbs to Describe

Using Adjectives and 
Adverbs to Describe

Lesson 26

When you write, choose adjectives and adverbs that make your 
ideas clear and interesting.

• Use the best adjective you know to tell about a noun. An adjective can tell how 
something looks, smells, tastes, sounds, or feels. 

Sue heard a squeaky noise. 

She smelled sweet muffins baking.

Bright light came through the window.

• Use the best adverb you know to tell about a verb. An adverb can tell about 
how, where, or when something happens.

Sue woke up late.

She dressed quickly.

She ran downstairs.

Introduction

1  Sue hears a         horn. 
(loud happy)

2  The bus came         ! 
(tomorrow early)

3  Sue grabs her         backpack. 
(warm heavy)

4  Dad says, “We have to run         !” 
(quickly slowly)

   Choose the adjective or adverb in parentheses ( ) that best 
completes each sentence. Write the word on the line.  

Guided Practice

HINT Try each 
answer choice in 
the sentence. Does 
the sentence make 
sense? 

 11
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Independent Practice
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Language Handbook Lesson 26 Using Adjectives and Adverbs to Describe

1  The     school bus stops.

A hungry

B yellow

C round

D sleepy

2  Sue climbs     .

A inside

B after

C down

D outside

3  She finds an     seat. 

A excited

B angry

C unhappy

D empty

4  She smiles and waves     to 
her dad.

A meanly

B noisily

C happily

D badly

Choose the correct word to complete each sentence.

 12
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by Elsa Southern

Independent Practice

Lesson 9 Describing How Characters Act

Read

142

Genre: Folktale

1     A long time ago, a tired traveler walked into a small village. 
He was hungry and stopped at the first house he saw to ask for 
some food. He knocked, and a young woman holding a baby 
opened the door. 

2   “Do you have a bit of food for a tired traveler?” the man 
asked. “I have been walking all day without a bite to eat.”

3   “I’m sorry, but I have barely enough food for my family,” 
the woman said. 

4   When the other people in the village heard the man, they 
started shutting their doors. “Go away! We have only enough 
food for ourselves,” they shouted from behind their locked 
doors.

5   The traveler sat down in the town square and thought for a 
while. Then he had a wonderful idea. “I only ask for a pot and 
some water!” he shouted. He took three gray rocks out of his 
pocket. “With these special stones I will  
make a delicious stone soup.”

WORDS TO KNOW
As you read, look 
inside, around, and 
beyond this word 
and phrase to 
figure out what 
they mean.

• barely

• town square
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Describing How Characters Act Lesson 9

Lesson 9 Describing How Characters Act 143

 6  “Who has ever heard of stone soup?” the villagers laughed. But 
some of the people were curious. They brought the traveler a pot 
filled with water.

 7  The traveler started a fire under the large pot of water. When it 
began to boil, he slowly added the three stones. After a while, he put 
his nose over the pot and breathed in. “Ah,” he said with a twinkle in 
his eye. “This is almost perfect. If only we had some onions.”

 8  A villager quickly grabbed a bag of onions and passed it to the 
traveler, who added them to the pot. 

 9  “Oh!” sighed the traveler, breathing in again with his nose over 
the pot. “This is almost perfect! If only we had some potatoes.”

10  The villagers ran to their homes. They came back carrying not 
only potatoes, but carrots and peas and beans and corn. Everyone 
wanted to help.

11  Very soon there was enough delicious soup for everyone in the 
village! They all ate soup until they were no longer hungry.

12  Even today, people tell the story of how such a wonderful soup  
could be made from stones.
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Independent Practice
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Think Use what you learned from reading “Stone Soup” to answer 
the following questions.

1  This question has two parts. First, answer Part A. Then answer 
Part B.

Part A 
What challenge does the traveler face when he first comes to 
the town?

A He is tired and needs a place to spend the night.

B He knocks on a door and a young woman holding a 
baby answers.

C He is hungry and hopes someone will give him food.

D He wants to fix a dinner but doesn’t have a pot.

Part B 
Underline a sentence from paragraph 1 below that best tells 
about the answer in Part A.

A long time ago, a tired traveler walked into a small 
village. He was hungry and stopped at the first house 
he saw to ask for some food. He knocked, and a young 
woman holding a baby opened the door. 

2  What is the challenge the traveler faces when no one will 
help him?

A He has to find wood so that he can build a fire to keep 
warm.

B He needs to learn how to make friends with everyone in 
town first.

C He has to walk to another town where people might be 
kinder to him.

D He must find a new way to get people to share their food 
with him.

 15
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Describing How Characters Act Lesson 9
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3  Why does the traveler keep putting his nose over the pot and 
breathing in?

A to make the people think he is cooking something tasty

B to make the people want to make their own soup

C to make the people angry that they won’t get any soup

D to make the people sad that they didn’t help him

4  What do you learn about the traveler from the way he faces his 
challenge?

A He is clever because he gets people to choose to 
help him.

B He is lazy because he has other people do his work 
for him.

C He is unhappy because he is too poor to buy his 
own food.

D He is proud because he knows more about cooking 
than others.

5  Read the sentence from the passage.

The villagers ran to their homes.

The word “village” means “a small town.” What is the best 
meaning of the word “villagers”?

A people who eat soup in a small town

B people who work in a small town

C people who live in a small town

D people who help others in a small town

 16
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Independent Practice
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6  Read paragraph 6 from the story.

“Who has ever heard of stone soup?” the villagers 
laughed. But some of the people were curious.  
They brought the traveler a pot filled with water.

Underline the sentence in paragraph 6 that best explains why 
the people bring the traveler a pot filled with water.

Write How does the traveler respond to the challenge of 
getting food?

7  Plan Your Response Review the challenge the traveler has. 
Write three things he says in the story that help him get what he 
wants.

 

 

 

 

 

8  Write an Extended Response How does the traveler respond 
to the challenge of getting food? Use details from the story in 
your answer.

 

 

 

 

 

 17
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Describing How Characters Act Lesson 9

 Learning Target
How does describing how characters respond to important 
events and challenges help you understand how and why they 
act the way they do?
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Assessment 2

SESSION 1

Read the story. Then answer the questions that follow it.

Too Much of a Good Thing
by Sybil Parrish

 1  Zelda pressed the button on the spaceship’s food 
maker. Normally, a food maker could make anything you 
wanted. All you had to do was say pizza, popcorn, or 
whatever and press a button. Then it would make whatever 
you had asked for instantly. But the food maker on the 
spaceship had been broken for days. Now it would only 
make ice cream. And the ship was still over a week away 
from her grandparents’ planet.

 2  “Yum! This is great,” said Zelda, grinning. She sat 
down at the table with a heaping bowl of chocolate  
ice cream.

 19
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 3  “Well, I for one am getting tired of ice cream,” 
grumbled Zelda’s dad. “A bowl of soup would taste great 
about now!”

 4  Zelda’s sister Anka piped up. “How can anyone get 
tired of ice cream? This is like a dream come true!”

 5  Zelda’s dad sighed. “We wouldn’t even have this 
problem if we had lived two hundred years ago.”

 6  “I know,” replied Zelda. “People used to fix their own 
food. They grew it or shopped at places called grocery 
stores. They never knew how great a broken food maker 
could be!”

 7  But after two more days, even Zelda and her sister 
were tired of ice cream. Zelda just wanted something—
anything—that wasn’t cold and sweet.

 8  Suddenly, Zelda smiled and said, “I have an idea! Let’s 
fix some food for ourselves, like in the old days. We could 
ask to pick some vegetables from the ship’s garden. It might 
even be fun to make our own meal.”

 9  “Make a meal? How will we know if we’re picking 
beans or beets or broccoli?” Anka blurted out, shaking her 
head. “And, and . . . just how do we fix a potato?”

10  “That’s easy!” laughed Zelda. “The ship’s computer can 
help us. C’mon, let’s get started!”

 20
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11  All the grown-ups thought the girls had a great idea, 
even the ship’s captain. She’d had her fill of ice cream, too. 
“Just be sure to make me a big bowl of hot green beans. 
And add a side order of mashed potatoes!” the captain 
joked.

12  Zelda was so excited—they were going to be human 
food makers! She tried to remember the word once used 
for people who fixed meals. Then it came to her. They were 
called “cooks.”

 1  Read the sentence from the story.

 But the food maker on the spaceship had been broken for days. 

What question does this sentence answer?

A How do food makers work on a spaceship?

B What kinds of food does the food maker make?

C Why does the food maker make only ice cream? 

D What does a food maker look like?

 2  What can you tell about the setting from the picture and the story?

A It takes place outside a restaurant.

B It takes place on another planet.

C It takes place inside a spaceship.

D It takes place next to an ice cream shop.
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 3  Read these sentences from the story.

  “How can anyone get tired of ice cream?” Zelda’s sister Anka piped up. 
“This is like a dream come true!”

What kind of speaking voice could you use to show Anka’s point of view 
in these sentences?

A an excited voice 

B a quiet voice

C a mean voice

D a surprised voice

 4  How does Zelda meet the challenge of having a broken food maker?

A She makes the best of having to eat so much ice cream.

B She remembers that people who fix meals are called “cooks.”

C She thinks about planting a vegetable garden on the spaceship.

D She comes up with the idea of cooking a meal themselves. 

 5  Read the central message of this story.

 Even good things are best in small amounts.

Which detail from the story supports this central message?

A The food maker stops working the way it should.

B People in Zelda’s time no longer shop at grocery stores.

C Zelda and Anka get tired of eating ice cream every day. 

D Zelda thinks it might be fun to be a human food maker.

 22
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 6  In the first part of the story, Zelda and her dad have different points of 
view about the broken food maker. Read their points of view below.

  Zelda is happy about the broken food maker. Her dad doesn’t like  
that it is broken.

Write one detail from the story that supports the sentence about Zelda 
and one detail that supports the sentence about her dad.
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Ask and Answer Questions  
About Stories

Lesson 6

When you ask questions about what you read, 
answering those questions will help you understand 
the key details in a story.

Read Asking questions as you read will help you find and 
understand key details  Key details are important pieces of 
information, like who and what the story is about  Answering 
questions can also help you show what you know about  
the story 

Look carefully at this cartoon. What questions could you 
ask about it?

Maria and Pete went for a 
hike with Mom and Dad.

They came to a wide river.

How will we  
get across?

RL.2.1 Ask and answer such questions as who, what, where, when, why, and how to 
demonstrate understanding of key details in a text.
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Think What are some questions you could ask and answer 
about the story in the cartoon? In the chart, write three more 
questions about the story and your answers  Good questions 
often begin with the words who, what, where, when, why, or how 

Lesson 6Theme:  Adventures 

Answer Questions Ask Questions

Who is in the story? Maria, Pete, Mom, and Dad

What do they do?

Academic Talk 
Use this phrase to talk about the text 

• key details

Talk Think about what has happened so far  Ask your partner 
a question about something else that might happen in the story  
Discuss your answers 
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Read Genre: Adventure Story

1  Owen and Amy walked along the Green River. They had never seen 
the water so high. A storm the day before had brought heavy rain. As 
they walked around a bend in the river, they could hardly believe their 
eyes. The railroad bridge over the river had fallen into the rushing water!

2  “The noon train will be here soon!” Owen said to his sister. “It’ll crash 
right into the river. We’ve got to go tell someone!”

3  “There’s no time to get anyone,” Amy said. “We’ll have to stop it 
ourselves. I have an idea!” she shouted, as she turned and sped home.

4  When she got there, Amy took a big white tablecloth from the table. 
She grabbed a can of red paint and a brush. Then she painted the words 
“STOP! BRIDGE OUT!” on the cloth.

5  Amy dashed as fast as she could back to Owen. 
They could hear the train coming! They held the 
painted cloth between them and waved. But the 
train flew by. Had no one seen their warning?

6  A second later the train’s brakes screeched, and 
its whistle blew loudly. It came to a full stop. Amy 
and Owen had saved the train!

Close Reader Habits

Underline key details 
about important parts 
of the story  These are 
details that answer 
who, what, when,  
where, and why 
questions 

by Annika Pedersen

the SAVING
TRAIN 
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Explore

Ask and Answer Questions About Stories Lesson 6

What questions can you ask and answer about the key 
details of the story?

Think

1  Write questions in the chart  Reread the story to find the answers  
Write the answers in the chart 

Talk 

2  Think of another question about a key detail in the story  Find 
and underline the answer in the story  Ask your partner the 
question and discuss the answer  

Write 

3  Short Response Why does Amy make the warning sign? What 
happens in the first part of the story that helps you answer this 
question? Write your answer in the space on page 98 

HINT Reread the 
first part of the 
story before you 
write your answer 

Answer Questions Ask Questions

I will ask questions 
to help me as I 
read  I can ask who, 
what, where, why, 
or how 
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Read

1  “Grandpa, look!” I cried. “It’s a ship!” I could hardly believe my 
eyes. There was a huge ship with tall sails, far out at sea. We waved our 
arms and shouted, “Help! Help!”

2  We had been stranded on the island for weeks. I was out fishing 
with Grandpa one day when the weather suddenly changed. A storm 
blew our fishing boat off course and onto a rocky island. Grandpa 
steered the best he could, landing us on the shore. But our boat was 
ruined. We had no way back to the little seaside town we called home.

3  The huge ship was the first we’d seen—and it was sailing right past 
us! “It’s no use, Sara,” Grandpa said. “They can’t see us.”

4  “But they could if I was up there,” I said. I pointed to the top of a 
high, rocky hill. Grandpa looked worried, but 
he knew there was no other way. I had to climb 
the rocks quickly but carefully—and not look 
down! When I got to the top, I shouted, and 
flashed a small mirror. I was about to give up, 
when a light flashed back. We were saved!

Genre: Adventure Story

Th
e

L IMCL IMC

Close Reader Habits

What questions can 
you ask about the 
story?  Underline the 
details that help you 
answer your questions 

by Wendell Riley
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Ask and Answer Questions About Stories Lesson 6

Think

1  Where does the story take place?

A on a huge ship at sea

B on Grandpa’s fishing boat

C on a small rocky island

D in a little seaside town

2  What causes Sara and Grandpa’s fishing boat to crash? Choose 
the sentence from the story that answers this question 

A “We had been stranded on the island for weeks ”

B “A storm blew our fishing boat off course and onto a 
rocky island ”

C “We had no way back to the little seaside town we  
called home ”

D “When I got to the top, I shouted, and flashed a  
small mirror ”

Talk 

3  Think of a how or why question about the story  Ask your 
partner the question  Together, find the answer in the story and 
discuss why it is important 

Write 

4  Short Response Read this sentence from the story 

I was about to give up, when a light flashed back.

Write a question that the sentence could answer  Then choose 
another sentence and write a question for that sentence  Write 
your answer in the space on page 99 

HINT Review the 
sentence in the 
story to use to 
write the question 

I’m going to reread 
the story carefully 
and look for details 
that tell who, 
where, what, and 
why 
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Modeled and Guided Instruction

Check Your Writing
 Did you read the question carefully?

 Can you say the question in your own words?

 Did you use proof from the text in your answer?

 Are your ideas in a good, clear order?

 Did you answer in full sentences?

 Did you check your spelling, capital letters, and periods?

Don’t forget to check your writing 

98 Lesson 6 Ask and Answer Questions About Stories ©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted.

Write Use the space below to write your answer to the question on page 95.

3  Short Response Why does Amy make the warning sign?  
What happens in the first part of the story that helps you  
answer this question?

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HINT Reread the first 
part of the story 
before you write your 
answer.

the SAVING TRAIN 
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Guided Practice

Check Your Writing
 Did you read the question carefully?

 Can you say the question in your own words?

 Did you use proof from the text in your answer?

 Are your ideas in a good, clear order?

 Did you answer in full sentences?

 Did you check your spelling, capital letters, and periods?

99©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted. Lesson 6 Ask and Answer Questions About Stories

4  Short Response Read this sentence from the story  

I was about to give up, when a light flashed back.

Write a question that the sentence could answer  Then  
choose another sentence and write a question for that sentence 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

HINT Review the 
sentence in the story 
to use to write the 
question.

Th

e
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Write Use the space below to write your answer to the question on page 97.
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100 Lesson 6 Ask and Answer Questions About Stories

Read Genre: Realistic Fiction

WORDS TO KNOW
As you read, look 
inside, around, and 
beyond these 
words to figure out 
what they mean 

• operation

• platform

• harness
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1  One day Jakey found a possum in the window well.

2  “Hello, possum,” Jakey said. “You look stuck. How did you 
get down there, anyhow?”

3  The possum hissed at Jakey.

4  Jakey’s big brothers came around the corner of the house. 
“Whatcha got there, Jakey?” they said.

5  “A stuck possum,” Jakey said.

6  “We’ve got to get that possum out!” Artie and Danny said. 
“Time for Operation: Rescue Possum!” They hurried to their 
workshop in the barn.

7  When Jakey followed, Artie and Danny were already hard at 
work drawing up plans.

8  “We don’t want to touch the possum,” Artie said. “It might 
bite. Besides, it looks too big to just lift.”

9  Artie showed Jakey their plan.

10   “How will you get the possum to stay on that platform?” 
Jakey asked.
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by Charnan Simon, Click

OPERATION 

POSSUM
RESCUE
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11   Artie and Danny looked at each other. “We’ll have to make a 
harness,” Artie decided.

12   “We’ll clip the harness to a hook,” Danny said. “Then we’ll 
lower something possums like to eat on a pole, and use it as 
bait.”

13   “Right!” said Artie.

14   Jakey poked around the barn until he found a nice long 
board. Artie and Danny were so busy with their plans, they 
didn’t even notice.

15   Jakey dragged the board around the house. He slid it into the 
window well.

16   Now Jakey waited.

17   The possum sniffed the board, then poked it with one foot. 
Then it waddled up the board and out of the window well and 
into the woods behind the barn.

18   Operation: Rescue Possum  
was a success.
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Think Use what you learned by reading “Operation: Rescue 
Possum” to respond to the following questions 

1  Where does Jakey find the “stuck possum”?

A by the house

B in the workshop

C by the barn

D in the woods

2  This question has two parts  First, answer Part A  Then answer 
Part B 

Part A
What did Jakey think of Artie and Danny’s plan?

A He didn’t understand it 

B He thought it was a great idea 

C He didn’t think it would work 

D He was afraid it would hurt the possum 

Part B
Write a sentence from the story that helped you answer the 
question in Part A 
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Ask and Answer Questions About Stories Lesson 6

3  Read the sentences from the story 

Jakey dragged the board around the house. He slid it into 
the window well.

Which question do these sentences answer?

A Who went to the workshop in the barn?

B Why were Danny and Artie planning to make a harness?

C Where did Jakey find the board he dragged around  
the house?

D How did Jakey plan to get the possum out of the 
window well?

4  This question has two parts  First, answer Part A  Then answer 
Part B 

Part A
Read these sentences from the story 

“We’ve got to get that possum out!” Artie and Danny said. 
“Time for Operation: Rescue Possum!”

What does “Rescue” mean in the sentence?

A trick

B find

C save

D catch

Part B
Underline the words in the sentences in Part A that helped you 
answer the question 
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5  Read the sentence from the story 

Then it waddled up the board and out of the window well 
and into the woods behind the barn.

What do you think “waddled” means in the sentence?

A The possum ran quickly 

B The possum walked quickly 

C The possum slid like a snake 

D The possum moved slowly 

Write How was the possum finally rescued?

6  Plan Your Response List key details from the story that tell how 
the possum was rescued 
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 Learning Target
How does asking questions as you read and finding answers to 
those questions help you understand what happens in a story?

Ask and Answer Questions About Stories Lesson 6

©Curriculum Associates, LLC Copying is not permitted. 105Lesson 6 Ask and Answer Questions About Stories

7  Short Response How was the possum finally rescued?  Use the 
key details from your list in your answer 
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Reading ©Curriculum Associates, LLC

UNDERSTANDING LITERATURE 

If the story were told  
by a different character,  

which details might  
be different? 

11Reading ©Curriculum Associates, LLC

UNDERSTANDING LITERATURE 

How does a  
character change in  

the story?

First, the  
character _____.  

Then, the  
character _____.

5

©Curriculum Associates, LLC
Reading ©Curriculum Associates, LLC

KNOWLEDGE BUILDING

What does this  
part of  the text make  

you want to learn  
more about? 

The text makes me  
want to know _____. 

33©Curriculum Associates, LLC
Reading ©Curriculum Associates, LLC

KNOWLEDGE BUILDING

What does this text  
help you understand ? 

Now I know _____.

32

Reading ©Curriculum Associates, LLC

ACADEMIC TALK

Can you tell me more  
about _____? 

77Reading ©Curriculum Associates, LLC

ACADEMIC TALK

I’m curious about 
__________. 

70

Reading ©Curriculum Associates, LLC

UNDERSTANDING INFORMATIONAL TEXTS 

What is the main  
topic of this text?  

How do you know? 

16Reading ©Curriculum Associates, LLC

UNDERSTANDING LITERATURE 

How do the illustrations  
help you understand the  

characters, setting, or  
events in the story?

14

©Curriculum Associates, LLC
Reading ©Curriculum Associates, LLC

KNOWLEDGE BUILDING

What were you  
surprised to learn  

from the text? 

40©Curriculum Associates, LLC
Reading ©Curriculum Associates, LLC

KNOWLEDGE BUILDING

What do you already  
know about this topic?  

Where have you learned 
about this topic? 

I already  
know ________ 
from ________.

37

Reading Discourse Cards
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Reading ©Curriculum Associates, LLC

TEXTOS LITERARIOS

Si la historia la contara  
un personaje diferente,  
¿qué detalles podrían  

ser distintos?

11Reading ©Curriculum Associates, LLC

TEXTOS LITERARIOS

¿Cómo cambia un 
personaje a lo largo  

de la historia?

Primero,  
el personaje _____.  

Luego,  
el personaje _____.

5
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ASIMILAR CONOCIMIENTOS

¿Sobre qué te anima  
a aprender más esta  

parte del texto?

El texto hace que  
quiera saber _____. 

33©Curriculum Associates, LLC
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ASIMILAR CONOCIMIENTOS

¿Qué te ayuda a  
entender este texto?

Ahora sé _____.

32

Reading ©Curriculum Associates, LLC

LENGUAJE ACADÉMICO

¿Puedes decirme algo  
más sobre _____? 

77Reading ©Curriculum Associates, LLC

LENGUAJE ACADÉMICO

Siento curiosidad por 
__________. 

70

Reading ©Curriculum Associates, LLC

TEXTOS INFORMATIVOS

¿Cuál es el tema 
principal de este texto?

¿Cómo lo sabes?

16Reading ©Curriculum Associates, LLC

TEXTOS LITERARIOS

¿Cómo te ayudan las  
ilustraciones a comprender  
los personajes, el escenario  

o los sucesos de  
la historia?

14
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ASIMILAR CONOCIMIENTOS

¿Qué aprendiste en  
el texto que te haya 

sorprendido?

40©Curriculum Associates, LLC
Reading ©Curriculum Associates, LLC

ASIMILAR CONOCIMIENTOS

¿Qué sabes ya sobre  
este tema?

¿Dónde has aprendido  
sobre este tema?

Ya sé ________ 
Lo aprendí ________.

37

Tarjetas de discusión
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Assessment 2

SeSSion 2

read the story. Then answer the questions that follow it.

Captain Do-Gooder
by Lisa Wheeler, Children’s Playmate Magazine

 1  Captain Do-Gooder, world-
famous superhero, was having a 
very busy week.

 2  On Monday, he saved a small 
island from a raging typhoon.

 3  On Tuesday, he helped the 
astronauts land the space shuttle.

 4  On Wednesday, he untangled  
a massive traffic jam in Skyscraper 
City.

 5  The rest of the week was the same. He prevented  
one disaster after another. By Sunday, Captain Do-Gooder 
was tired.

 6  “I could use a rest,” said Captain Do-Gooder. “I think 
I will take the day off.”

 7  Captain Do-Gooder decided to go see a movie. The 
Cina-Plex was showing a new 3-D adventure. As he sat eating 
popcorn and waiting for the picture to start, he noticed that 
the red-haired boy in front of him had a problem.
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 8  “Excuse me, red-haired boy,” Captain Do-Gooder said 
in his deep superhero-like voice. “You forgot to get your 
3-D glasses. You will need them to see this movie.”

 9  “Gee, thanks a lot, Captain Do-Gooder,” said the red-
haired boy. “You saved me from a major 3-D catastrophe!”

10  “All in a day’s work,” said Captain Do-Gooder. Oops! 
It’s my day off, he remembered. I’m not supposed to be 
working.

11  On his way home from the movies, Captain 
Do-Gooder heard a crying sound coming from above his 
head. He looked up and saw a small kitten stuck in a tree.

12  “Poor kitty,” he said in a not-so-superhero-like voice. 
“I will get you down.” Captain Do-Gooder zoomed up and 
gently removed the kitten from the tree. When they were 
both safely on the ground, he noticed that the kitten was 
very thin and had no collar.

13  “I will take you home with me,” Captain Do-Gooder 
said as he stroked the kitten’s fur. The kitten purred happily 
in agreement.

14  Later that night, as Captain Do-Gooder relaxed on the 
sofa, he looked at the kitten sleeping peacefully in his lap. 
“Taking the day off was just what I needed,” he whispered.
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 19  What do you learn about Captain Do-Gooder at the beginning of the story?

a He spends most of his time helping people in space.

B He goes to the movies whenever he takes a day off.

C He is a famous superhero who helps people in many ways.

d He enjoys resting on the couch whenever he’s not working.

 20  Look at the chart below. It tells the order of some events in the beginning 
and middle of the story.

1 2 3
Captain Do-Gooder 
untangles a traffic jam.

Captain Do-Gooder 
goes to see a 3-D 
movie.

Which sentence belongs in the empty box?

a Captain Do-Gooder helps to land the space shuttle. 

B Captain Do-Gooder decides to take a day off.

C Captain Do-Gooder reminds a boy to get his special 3-D glasses.

d Captain Do-Gooder saves a kitten that is stuck in a tree.

 21  Which best tells why the author repeats the word “On” and then a day  
of the week at the beginning of paragraphs 2, 3, and 4?

a to tell how busy Captain Do-Gooder is helping people

B to tell what Captain Do-Gooder does every day of the week

C to tell that Captain Do-Gooder is good at doing a few things

d to tell that Captain Do-Gooder only works three days a week
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 22  How does Captain Do-Gooder respond to the challenge of seeing others 
who need help?

a He helps them when he’s not too busy.

B He helps them even if it’s his day off. 

C He helps them after he’s had some rest.

d He helps them unless it’s Sunday.

 23  Recount the story. Be sure to use your own words. Tell what happens in 
the beginning, middle, and end of the story.
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read the passages. Then answer the questions that follow them.

Better Times for Buffalo
by Kurt Nyberg

 1  For thousands of years, great herds of buffalo found  
a perfect home on the plains of our country. Wide prairies 
stretched from the Mississippi River to the Rocky 
Mountains. The tall grasses there gave buffalo herds an 
endless amount of food. Tens of millions of buffalo, also 
known as bison, once roamed over the land.

A herd of buffalo feeding on prairie grass.

 One Big Beast

 2  It takes a lot of grass to feed a buffalo. The first 
buffalo were twice as big as the ones we know today. They 
weighed as much as two cars. And they had horns six-feet 
wide! The modern buffalo is still one big animal. It can 
stand six feet tall at the hump and weigh a ton.
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 Thankful Hunters

 3  Buffalo were very important in the lives of many 
Native Americans. They hunted the buffalo for food. They 
used buffalo skins, also called “hides,” to make clothes and 
tents. They even made rope, bowstrings, and tools from 
parts of the animal. They did not waste a thing. The Native 
Americans were thankful for all the buffalo gave them.

 4  Native Americans hunted buffalo for thousands of 
years. They only took what they needed to live. So the 
buffalo herds stayed big and strong.

 A Terrible Change

 5  That all changed in the 1800s when white settlers came. 
Some were hunters and trappers. They made money selling 
animal skins. Many people in the East wanted to buy buffalo 
skins. So hunters shot millions of buffalo just for their hides. 
Sometimes travelers even shot buffalo just for fun.

 6  Sadly, the huge herds disappeared from the plains. Soon 
the only wild bison left lived in Yellowstone National Park. 
By 1902, park rangers counted less than thirty buffalo. 

 7  Luckily, a few people around the country did not want 
the animals to disappear from the earth. They understood 
the need to save the buffalo. They began raising buffalo to 
free back into the wild.
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 Together Again

 8  Native Americans have played a big part in saving the 
buffalo. Some tribes started a group in 1991. The group 
works to bring buffalo back to their tribal lands. The group 
has grown from nineteen to forty tribes. They have built up 
a herd of over ten thousand buffalo. The group’s great 
respect for the beasts has brought Native Americans and 
the buffalo together once more.

 9  Today, more than two hundred thousand buffalo live 
in parks and on ranches. And all those people who worked 
to save them agree: It’s good to have the buffalo back.
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Bringing Back the Buffalo
by Keesha Lewis 

 1  Once, millions of buffalo lived on the American 
prairies. Then, for a time, the herds all but disappeared. At 
one point, very few wild buffalo were left in all of America. 
What had happened to the great herds? And how had they 
almost been wiped out?

A buffalo in Yellowstone Park.

 Trouble for the Herds

 2  Native Americans needed the buffalo to stay alive. 
They ate buffalo meat and used their hides, or skins, to 
make clothes and tents. They hunted only as many buffalo 
as they needed to survive. 

 3  Then in the 1800s, huge numbers of hunters and 
settlers began moving west. Some of them made a living 
selling buffalo hides and meat. Others fenced in the land 
for cattle and crops.
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 4  For a time, killing buffalo became a sport. Hunters 
even held contests to see who could kill the most buffalo. 
Before long, only a few hundred buffalo were left. And 
most of them lived on ranches, not in the wild.

 Help for the Buffalo

 5  In 1872, President Grant created the first national 
park in the world. He wanted to protect some of the wild 
and beautiful areas of our country. He also wanted to create 
a safe place for wild animals. The new park was called 
Yellowstone.

 6  At first, no one understood what had happened to the 
huge buffalo herds in the United States. Then people learned 
that the last of the wild buffalo were living inside the new 
park. By 1902, there were less than thirty of them. Scientists 
became very worried. Would all the buffalo disappear?

 7  A man named William Hornaday decided to take on 
the problem. He began working to let people know that 
wild buffalo needed everyone’s help. Hornaday and others 
started a group to help save the wild buffalo. They raised 
money to send buffalo to safe places in the wild. To create 
new wild herds, buffalo from ranches were also sent to live 
in Yellowstone and other parks.

 Wild Buffalo Today

 8  Today, as many as four thousand wild buffalo live at 
Yellowstone. And thousands more live in other parks and 
wildlife areas. We will never again see the giant herds of 
wild buffalo that once roamed the grasslands. But thanks to 
Hornaday and others like him, these great animals will be 
around for years to come.
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 24  Which sentence from “Better Times for Buffalo” tells why buffalo herds 
were big and strong when only Native Americans hunted them?

a “The first buffalo were twice as big as the ones we know today.”

B “Native Americans hunted buffalo for thousands of years.”

C “They only took what they needed to live.” 

d “They made money selling animal skins.”

 25  In paragraph 8 of “Better Times for Buffalo,” the author tells about people 
who have worked to save the buffalo. Who does the author tell about?

a park rangers

B people who own ranches

C Native Americans 

d hunters and settlers

 26  What is the author’s main purpose for writing “Bringing Back the Buffalo”?

a to tell how people have hurt and helped wild buffalo 

B to tell who set up a park that gave wild animals a safe place to live 

C to tell how Native Americans and settlers treated the buffalo 

d to tell about a man who started a group to save the wild buffalo 

Go On
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 27  Which text feature in “Bringing Back the Buffalo” would help you find 
out why the wild buffalo were almost wiped out? 

a the caption under the photo of the buffalo

B the subheading “Trouble for the Herds” 

C the bold print word “hides”

d the subheading “Wild Buffalo Today”

 28  Which sentence tells a point that was made by the authors of both passages?

a The first buffalo were much bigger than the ones we know today.

B Native Americans used buffalo skins to make clothes and tents.

C Hunters held contests to see who could shoot the most buffalo.

d Scientists became worried that so few wild buffalo were left. 

 29  Which idea is in “Bringing Back the Buffalo” but not in “Better Times  
for Buffalo”?

a Buffalo skins are also called “hides.”

B Hunters killed huge numbers of buffalo.

C Tall grasses gave the buffalo as much food as they needed.

d President Grant created a new park called Yellowstone. 
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